An increasing number of scientific domains are confronted with the arduous task of managing large scale applications. For such applications, gradient estimations come at a large computational cost. Despite notable advances in automatic differentiation during the last years, its use in this context may reveal too costly in memory, inadequate for parallel architecture or require expert knowledge. For these reasons, we investigate an alternative approach that uses the finite difference method to evaluate the gradient of functions modeled as a directed acyclic graph. This approach enables the reuse of partial results from previous partial derivatives evaluations and thus reduces the computational cost.
INTRODUCTION
Many applications in science require the efficient evaluation of gradients. These applications range from finance [50] to biology [9] and also include all forms of gradient-based optimization methods [29] . As we enter the Big Data era [17, 43] , the available amount of data enables more and more complex applications to be considered. Efficiently computing gradients for such large scale applications represents however a growing challenge due to their ever increasing computational cost and memory requirement.
One typical example of such application arises in the field of evolutionary biology. The recent surge in molecular data due to the advances in DNA sequencing [25] enabled previously unchallenged hypotheses to be investigated. One of such hypotheses is Darwin's theory of positive selection which is nowadays examined using statistical analysis [28] . Optimization methods employed to this end require numerous costly gradient evaluations and thus subsequent efforts were necessary to obtain an efficient implementation of the statistical model [45, 51, 52] . However, such implementations still struggle to analyse, in an reasonable time, nowadays large-scale molecular datasets that comprise several thousands of species.
For such applications where numerical methods must be employed to evaluate the gradient, two different computational approaches are available. The first one, the method of finite difference (FDM), estimates the gradient by observing the change in the function output in response to small perturbations of its input variables. This method is straightforward to implement and can benefit from parallel architectures [46] . However, this method is rarely employed for large scale applications given that its computational cost grows linearly with the number of input variables [24] .
The second method, automatic differentiation (AD), breaks down the elementary arithmetic operations of the algorithm representing the function to apply the chain rule [5] . An important advantage of this method is its improved accuracy when compared to the FDM; however, to benefit from this improved accuracy, the original algorithm must be altered to evaluate the partial derivative of all its elementary arithmetic operations. Specialized tools can be used to automate the generation of the AD code by using source code transformation [15] or operator overload [49] . However, to our knowledge, such tools still have troubles when dealing with parallel algorithm as noted by Rasch et al. [38] : "no current automatic differentiation tool is capable of handling message-passing parallel programs in a fully automated way".
Two main variants of AD exist: the forward and reverse modes. The forward mode shares the same complexity as FDM [37] and is relatively easily adapted to parallel architectures once the forward AD code is available. The second variant, the reverse mode, is particularly efficient for gradient evaluations [26] . While having a constant complexity, this approach suffers from two limitations for large scale computations: its memory footprint grows proportionally with the number of elementary operations in the algorithm and, more importantly, its joint use with functions implemented on distributed architecture is difficult [14] .
These memory issues can be addressed by using advanced strategies known as checkpointing that relax the memory requirements at the cost of additional computations [13, 47] . However, the elaboration of specialized tool producing the reverse mode AD code for distributed computing remains an open question [27, 44] that increase in complexity when checkpointing is taken into consideration [16] . Successful use of distributed architectures has been limited to proofs of concept for AD tools [42] or required significant implementation efforts [8, 21] .
In this article, we investigate an alternative, and simple, approach based on the FDM aiming at efficiently evaluating the gradients of large-scale applications. We consider applications for which the functions are already modeled as directed acyclic graphs (DAG) where vertices represent computations and edges identifies data dependencies. This generic representation of computations has already proved its usefulness in various applications such as the scheduling of parallel computations [1, 23] or the formalisation of statistical models as graphical models [19, 20] . In the context of gradient evaluations, it enables the re-use of previously computed partial results: this strategy akin to belief-propagation in graphical models [48] can be seen as a form of checkpointing [7] .
More precisely, we investigate the discrete optimization problem aiming to maximize the computational efficiency that arises from the scheduling of the perturbations applied for the FDM in a memory-limited environment. In order to benefit from parallel architectures, we then extend this optimization problem to schedule and partition these perturbations across multiple processors. Then, the key concepts required to implement genetic algorithms that obtain good solutions for these optimization problems are described. Finally, using these algorithms, we analyze the potential gains resulting from the sequential and parallel scheduling of the perturbations on synthetic DAG as well as on DAGs representing the computations of two existing evolutionary biology models.
PRELIMINARIES
The problem considered is the computation of the gradient ∇f of a smooth function f : R d → R using the FDM. The forwarddifference approximation of partial derivatives is defined as
where X ∈ R d , ϵ being a small positive scalar and u i the ith unit vector. The vector ϵu i represents thus a small perturbation to x i , the ith element of X . The functions f considered are decomposable as directed acyclic graph (DAG) defined as G = (V , E). Nodes represent partial computations of f and edges e = (v s , v t ) express the data dependency of parent node v s for a partial result computed by its child node v t . The computational cost of each node is defined by a function c : v ∈ V → R + . This cost function is either known a priori, estimated by measuring nodes execution time or simplified as c : v ∈ V → 1. Finally, an input variable x i ∈ X acts as a terminal node v, having thus no children and at least one parent.
Assuming that the partial results identifying data dependencies are memorized locally on each node after the last function evaluation f (X ), an increase of α in a single variable x i requiring the evaluation of f (X + αu i ) induces then solely a partial computation of the DAG. Indeed, only the set of nodes Ψ {i } containing all the ancestral nodes of the terminal node v associated with variable x i must be recomputed in order to evaluate f (X + αu i ).
Definition 2.1. A change in value of a parameter x i always in-
Definition 2.2. The set of vertices Ψ I is equivalent to the union of the set of vertices induced by change of single parameters {x i : i ∈ I} ⊂ X such that
The cost function C acts as a weighted count of the set Ψ I in function of vertex weights c (v) > 0 : v ∈ Ψ I , as
By extension this counting function follows the principle of inclusionexclusion, implying that the cost of a set I = {a, b} can be decomposed as
the cost C of the intersection of two sets cannot exceed the cost of one of the sets, such that
OPTIMIZING THE EFFICIENCY OF GRADIENT EVALUATIONS
In order to evaluate ∇f (X ) using Eq. (1), the response to perturbations ϵu i , for each x i ∈ X , forming the sequence defined as
must be evaluated. Unfortunately, the computational cost represented by this sequence grows linearly with d given that d + 1 function evaluations are required. This cost can however be reduced by maintaining a copy in memory of the complete DAG data dependencies as checkpoint after the evaluation of f (X ). Indeed, this checkpoint can be employed to reset the state of the DAG prior to each perturbation evaluation ϵu i . Such evaluation would then solely require a partial computation defined by the set of nodes Ψ i . While this approach can increase the efficiency of the gradient evaluations, it may reveal infeasible in the memory-limited context of large scale applications due to the expensive memory cost of maintaining a second copy of the complete set of data dependencies. In order to still benefit from partial computations without increasing the memory footprint, the computations sequence of Eq. (2) can be reformulated by assuming an arbitrary order R = (r 1 , .., r i , .., r d ) of the perturbations ϵu i . These function evaluations can then be defined as the sequence
with X 0 = X ,
Each function evaluations f (X i ) with i > 1 of S represents thus a partial computation identified by the set of nodes
The ordering R of the perturbations plays a key role by defining the partial computations induced by the sequence of function evaluations S eval . The impact of R clearly appears when the sequence S eval is expressed such as to represent the sequence of nodes sets required to evaluate the gradient:
Therefore, the order of permutation R also defines the cost of each function evaluation f (X i ). Indeed, the partial computation identified by the nodes set Ψ {r i −1 ,r i } may be significantly different in function of its two composing subsets Ψ r i −1 and Ψ r i (Def. 2.2).
Characterizing the impact of ordering R
The cost induced by a partial computation is defined as
This cost is therefore of at least C(
variates in function of the perturbation paired. In the best case, both nodes sets solely differ from a single node v r i −1 and thus
. Oppositely, in the worst case, both nodes sets have only in common the root node of the DAG v R and thus C(
Therefore, the best case for the computation of the sequence of nodes defined in Eq. (5) is given by
Assuming that C(Ψ r i ) ≫ C(v r i ) then this equation simplifies to
In the worst case, the computational cost is given by
Similarly, under the assumption that the computational cost of the root node C(v R ) is strictly smaller than the cost of the two partial updates then the equation simplifies to
The maximal impact of the ordering R can then be characterized by the slowdown induced by the worst possible ordering when compared to the best one. This slowdown is defined as
For highly dimensional function (d → ∞) it simplifies to
The worst slowdown occurs when the overall cost of partial computations cost dominates C(V ). Under these assumptions, the ordering R could induce 2-fold slower gradient evaluations. However, if C(V ) is not dominated, the slowdown is bounded to 3/2 since the overall cost of partial computation cannot be lower than C(V ).
Obtaining a good ordering R is therefore important given that it can lead to twice faster gradient evaluations when compared to the worst possible ordering. While such performance gain may seem limited, it is important to note that this is a multiplicative gain on the performance increase already achieved by using the sequence of partial computations defined in Eq. (3).
Optimizing the sequential ordering
In order to reduce the computational cost of ∇f , the best ordering R among the (R) d d = d! possible permutations of the perturbations must be found. This problem amount to find R such that
By reformulating the first term C(Ψ r 1 ) as C(Ψ r 0 , Ψ r 1 ) with Ψ r 0 = ∅, this problem consists in finding the ordered arrangement of perturbations minimizing the pairwise partial computations cost. This optimization problem is equivalent to the well-known travelling salesman problem (TSP [4] ) without return to the initial city.
Indeed, the TSP aims to find the tour visiting all cities that minimizes the overall distance travelled. The minimization problem of Eq. (12) similarly aims to find the tour evaluating all perturbations, only once, such as to minimizes the computational cost defined by the pairwise cost function C(Ψ r i , Ψ r i +1 ). This cost function, or distance between two perturbations, defined for this peculiar instance of the TSP enforces the strict triangle inequality property.
Proof of strict triangle inequality.
Theorem 3.1. The distance, or cost C, between a pair of perturbations used to define the instance of the traveling salesman problem (Eq. (12) ) is subject to the strict triangle inequality defining that
with a, b, c representing the index i ∈ (1..d ) of the perturbations u i ϵ and Ψ i representing the set of vertices in the directed task graph that must be recomputed following a perturbation of parameter x i .
Proof. Starting from the strict triangle inequality defined as
The cost function can be decomposed in function of the inclusionexclusion principle as,
Given that C (·) ≥ 0 and C (Ψ b ) > 0 (Def. 2.1), the left hand side must at least be equal to 2 × C (Ψ b ) to prove that the strict triangular inequality does not hold. Furthermore, the costs related to the set intersection
.4). Therefore two cases are identified.

First case: At least one of the intersections (Ψ
Therefore Eq. (13) holds and the strict triangle inequality is proven even if C (Ψ a ∩ Ψ c ) = 0.
Second case: Both sets of intersections
Therefore, in this second case the strict triangle inequality also holds. □
Optimizing the parallel ordering
To further reduce the time required to evaluate ∇f , the function evaluations defined in Eq. (2) can be partitioned over P processors given that the perturbations evaluations are independent. However, the partitioning of these |S| tasks remains a challenging problem. The use of partial computations induces highly variable tasks costs. Therefore, these tasks must be partitioned such as to balance the amount of work assigned to each processor. This NPComplete problem, well known as the independent tasks scheduling problem [41] , has been studied for decades and several heuristic approaches having an affordable complexity of O(n log(n)) have been designed to produce good tasks schedules.
These approaches are however unusable in this peculiar situation given that the cost of a task is dependent of its neighboring tasks. Indeed, while the tasks are independent with respect to their inputs and outputs, their computational cost is dependent of their ordering as illustrated in Eq. (3). Moving a task from a partition to another impacts therefore several costs. First, removing a task from a partition changes the cost of the next partial computation of the sequence. Second, inserting this same task in another partition updates the cost of the task in question as well as its following task.
Therefore, the difficulty of scheduling the sequence of perturbation evaluations S on P processors comes from the partitioning D of the computations composing S in multiple subsets that must each be optimally ordered such that the parallel computational cost is minimized. The partitioning D in P subsets combined with the subset permutations R (p ) is defined as
The cost of partition R (p ) assigned to processor p is defined as
(14) The processor p = 1 is designated to evaluate f (X ) at a C(V ) cost, while the others start directly by computing a perturbation. Since the initial state of the DAG is not up to date relatively to the evaluation f (X ), all nodes must initially be recomputed before the first perturbation evaluation is accomplished. While being extremely costly, this operation can be merged with the first perturbation and has a cost C(V ∪ Ψ
The total cost of a partitioning D is then given as
Minimizing this total cost is closely related to the multiple Travelling Salesman Problem [6] which is himself a special case of the more complex Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP [22] ). While minimizing the overall computational cost is rather important, the aim of assigning the likelihood evaluations of S to different processors is to reduce the effective time required to evaluate all functions in S. This time, for a computation involving P processors, is identified by the time taken by the processor having the more work and thus being the last to finish its computation 1 . Therefore, the optimal tasks partitioning D and orderings R (p ) for a given number of processors P is defined by arg min
3.3.1 Upper bound of the parallel scheduling performance gain. The performance gain resulting from the use of parallel computing resources is bounded by the irreducible cost C(V ) induced by the initialization of the DAG (Eq. (14)). Indeed, assuming an optimal partitioning of the computations, the parallel work attributed to each processor can be approximated as
where C(R) represents the sequential cost for the ordering R. The first term identifies the irreducible cost of the initialization. The second one characterizes the cost of the remaining computations when being ideally balanced over the p processors. While this approximation is optimistic with respect to the load balance of the partitions, it is pessimistic with respect to their cost. Indeed, the strict triangle inequality property (Thm. 3.1) holds for the cost function and thus the partitioning of the sequential computations should result in a decrease in computational cost.
This approximation offers however a good basis to discuss the potential expectation and limitation of the speedup resulting from the use of multiple processors. Assuming a negligible communication cost between the processors, the speedup can be approximated as
and the upper bound for the speedup is given as
Therefore, the speedup is bounded by the amount of inherent sequential work C(V ) that each processor must process. Additionally, this theoretical analysis of the speedup reveals that DAGs having an initialization cost C(V ) strictly smaller than the full sequential cost C(R) are more prone to present significant performance gain when computed with multiple processors.
OBTAINING GOOD SCHEDULES
Defining a good sequential scheduling for the gradient evaluation according to the minimization problem defined in Eq. (12) is easily achieved using one of the numerous software dedicated to the TSP. For instance, an exact solution can be obtained easily using the state-of-the-art Concorde software 2 , while good solutions can be estimated for a reduced computational cost with optimized implementation of the Lin-Kernighan algorithms such as the LKH [18] . Oppositely, good parallel schedules are harder to obtain. While the problem expressed in Eq. (16) is closely related to the highly studied VRP, this formulation of the problem has, to our knowledge, no equivalent in the literature and has no available implementation. However, multiple efforts have been dedicated to the elaboration of efficient metaheuristic aiming to solve the VRP. Therefore, in order to solve the problems defined in Eq. (12) Evaluate fitness of offspring 7: until stopping criterion is satisfied 8: return Best individual of population
The population is initialized with individuals randomly generated. This initial population evolves by using genetic operators on individuals as represented in Algo. 1. The first operator, the crossover, consists in selecting two promising individuals that are then combined to form at least one offspring sharing characteristics of its parents. The second operator, the mutation, applies random alterations to each offspring. The offspring then replace the parent population. This scenario is repeated until a stopping criterion is reached such as the stagnation of the average population fitness.
The selection of parents, prior to the crossover, aims to promote the exploration of the solution space in the vicinity of the best individuals of the population. However, there is no guarantee that the best solution encountered is preserved through the evolution process. Therefore, elitism is employed to preserve the best individual unscathed and to maintain its presence in the next generation.
The described genetic algorithms were applied to both the sequential and parallel optimization problems. The fitness function was directly derived from the optimization problems defined in Eqs. (12) and (16) . Given that good individuals should have higher fitness than worse ones, the computational cost of a schedule was inverted. Individuals represented thus the ordered sequence R for the sequential case and the ordered partitions R (·) for the parallel case. The selection strategies and the genetic operators employed for each implementation were specialized and are described hereafter.
Algorithm for the sequential scheduling
The selection of the parents was done using the well-known roulette selection that randomly selects individuals proportionally to their fitness. The crossover operator employed was the Order crossover [30, 34] . This operator mates two parents by selecting a contiguous subset of the ordering R of the first parent and then fills the missing elements by maintaining, as much as possible, the ordering expressed in the second parent. This approach aims to mix two good features expressed in the parents.
The mutation operator had two effects. First, it intensified the search in the individual vicinity by applying a simple local search algorithm [40] . This heuristic tries successively to apply a 2-opt, or 3-opt move, to the individual. These moves swap respectively two and three elements of R and were only kept when improving the individual fitness. Second, it diversified the search by applying random 2-opt moves that didn't necessarily improve its fitness.
Algorithm for the parallel scheduling
While the fitness of an individual is directly obtained from Eq. (16), this score only reflects the goodness of the costliest partitions R (max ) . Indeed, individuals sharing the same partitions R (max ) have the same fitness while their overall cost (Eq. (15)) may be significantly different. This difference in overall cost can be however beneficial to an individual since it reflects a better partitioning.
The selection of individual was first based on the apparent individual fitness (Eq. (16)) and then on the overall cost (Eq. (15)). At this end, individuals were ranked by decreasing apparent fitness and ties were settled using their overall cost. Individuals were then selected with a probability proportional to their ranking.
The crossover operator was inspired by the Best Cost Crossover Route [31] originally designed for the VRP. A partition was randomly chosen from the first parent and its elements were removed from the partitioning D of the second parent. The removed elements were then reinserted using a greedy strategy consisting in finding the best possible insertion point for each element with respect to the overall cost.
As in the sequential scheduling, the mutation operator had several effects. The 2-opt heuristic was again used to optimize each partitions of an individual and 2-or 3-opt moves were used to mutate randomly an arbitrary partition. A third mutation was added to propose changes in the partitioning. This mutation removed one random element from an arbitrary partition and then defined the best possible insertion point in a second arbitrary partition.
Finally, given that this algorithm is employed whenever multiple processors are available for the gradient evaluation, parallel strategies for genetic algorithms [3, 11] were employed. At the population level, up to 10 processors were used to evaluate the fitness of the population individuals. When more than 10 processors were available, this first strategy was combined with a multiple-population scheme to accelerate the convergence of the algorithm.
In the multiple-population scheme, each group of processors was responsible for the evolution of its own population. Some individuals of each population were then periodically exchanged with neighbouring populations. In our implementation, these migrants were selected according to experimental observations done by Bravo et al. [10] : a fixed number of the best and worst individuals of the source population were sent to a neighbouring population and replaced its worst individuals.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we investigate the potential gains resulting from the scheduling of perturbations. First, we use synthetic DAGs having various graph properties to investigate the presented approach potential and to validate the theoretical results previously derived. Then, we apply this approach to evaluate gradients of a large scale application from the field of evolutionary biology aiming to detect positive selection in protein coding sequences [53] .
Experimental settings
Our implementation is developed in C++ and uses hybrid MPI/POSIX parallelism. The first set of experiments on synthetic DAGs were run on a cluster node composed of two Intel Xeon E5-2620V2 CPUs and 64GB of RAM. Experiments on the large evolutionary biology application were conducted on a cluster composed of nodes having two Intel Xeon E5-2660V0 CPUs and 64 GB of RAM.
Synthetic DAG
Synthetic DAGs were simulated using a software generating random graphs for scheduling simulations [12] . This tool implements several methods that each generates graphs having a peculiar structure. Two methods were chosen to assess the effect of our approach: the Fan-in/Fan-out (FiFo) and the Layer-by-Layer (LbL) methods.
The FiFo method creates graphs by applying Fan-in and Fan-out phases. A Fan-in phase consists in the creation of a new vertex that have multiple parents in the DAG, while a Fan-out phase adds several newly created vertices to a child of an existing vertex in the DAG. The number of vertices created during each phase is controlled by user-specified values for the maximum inner degree id and the outer degree od of each vertex in the DAG.
The LbL method requires the user to specify the number k of layers in which the vertices are assigned. Edges are then added with probability p between two vertices of the DAG with an additional constraint on the layers. This constraint enables an edge to be created only if the parent vertex belongs to a layer l i that precedes the layer l j of the child vertex, such that i < j.
The FiFo method enables to control the graph structure. With id = od = 1, this method generates linear graphs. If od is then increased while id is maintained, graphs generated are tree-like shaped and their longest path is inversely proportional to od. Increase in id creates a more complex graph structure and slowly augment the amount of edges in the graph. The LbL method offers a more direct control on the number of edges at the cost of a less specifiable structure. The edges number of graphs generated with this method is controlled by p, while the only structural control is attained by tuning k, the maximal size of the longest path.
Once graphs are simulated, arbitrary computational costs must be affected to their vertices. At this end, we experimented with various distribution for the vertices cost (e.g. uniform, bimodal, exponential). These experiments revealed that the scale of the performance gains resulting from our approach were consistent for individual type of graphs with cost simulated under different distributions. While no significant variations could be observed for the performance gains, the schedules obtained were however highly dependent on the distribution employed. Given that the use of synthetic DAGs aims at studying the improvements brought by scheduling, we chose to use an unitary cost for each vertex.
Theoretical performance bounds were previously identified during the definition of the optimization problems. These bounds were defined using assumptions on graphs properties such as their structure as well as the cost assigned to their vertices. Two measures made on the synthetic DAGs generated that are related to these properties are reported in table 1. The first measure reported is the average size of the DAGs longest path. This value played a key role when determining the worst-case computational cost of pairing two partial computations (Eq. (11)). The second measure is the average cost of a partial computation C(Ψ · ) and is directly related to the cost C(V ) = |V | given that vertices have an unitary cost. This measure reflects the discrepancy between the computational cost of the DAG initialization C(V ) and the one of an ordering C(R). The ratio between these two costs was shown to bound the performance gain resulting from the use of parallel computing resources (Eq. (17)).
Single processor experiments.
We first assessed the gain coming from the use of partial computations for the gradient evaluations. This gain G D was measured as the ratio of the full cost required to compute d + 1 functions and the cost of computing the sequence defined in Eq. (2). The average ratio, defined over 50 random orderings R, is reported in table 2. This result reveals a large variation of performance gains depending on the graphs type.
For FiFo graphs, apart for the case of linear graphs (id = od = 1), the performance gain increased proportionally with the graphs size |V |. Such gains were a direct consequence of the low amount of data dependencies expressed in this type of graph that enabled partial computations to significantly reduce the computational cost.
The gains reported for LbL graphs were less important due to the growing amount of dependencies that limited the potential of partial computations. Indeed, their average cost C(Ψ · ) reported in table 1 grew exponentially with the graphs size. While small graphs had few data dependencies and thus good performance gains, large graphs had a significant amount of data dependencies and their average cost C(Ψ · ) grew up to 35% making thus the use of partial computations less effective on such graphs.
The gains brought by scheduling the partial computations was then assessed by measuring the cumulative gain G S identifying the speedup over gradients evaluation using random schedules. Performance gains obtained on FiFo graphs highlighted different aspects. First, good schedules for linear graphs provided a gain of ≈ 32% over the random schedules, regardless of the graphs size. This trend shifted as soon as the outer degree of vertices increased. For graphs having od = 2, the performance gain started from ≈ 25% and increased with the graph size. A similar trend could be observed for graph having od = 4 with, however, slightly lower gains.
These trends reveal that the depth of the graph has no importance for linear graphs (id = od = 1), but directly impacts the quality of orderings R for graphs having multiple branches (id = 1, od > 1). Under such context, orderings containing jumps from separated branches of the graph induced unnecessary computations. As the number of branches increased (od ≫ 1), the depth of the tree decreased, and thus the detrimental effect of jumps diminished. This trend is clearly observable in the extreme case where the graph would only have the root as non-terminal vertex. Under this condition, the maximal depth would be equal to one and thus orderings of the partial computations would not affect the performance. Similar increases in performance relative to an augmentation in graphs size were observed on LbL graphs. For such graphs, an increase in the number of edges (p = 0.02 → p = 0.05) between layers also conducted to an increase of performance when proper scheduling of the computations where used. However, as the inner and outer degrees of each vertices increased (p = 0.05 → p = 0.10), the utility of scheduling became less rewarding. Indeed, as the data dependencies in the graph grew, the average cost of partial computation converged toward the full evaluation cost C (R).
In summary, the difficulty of obtaining good schedules is directly related with the structure of the graphs. Structures characterized by multiple deep unconnected branches may lead to a high amount of unnecessary computations that can be avoided by the use of proper computations schedules. On the opposite, graphs having a large amount of data dependencies are less prone to benefit from partial computation as well as their ordering.
Nonetheless, our experiments revealed that the use of scheduled partial computations always accelerated the gradient evaluation by at least a twofold factor in the worst case and as much as a twentyfold factor in the best cases 3 when compared to the time required to evaluate the (d + 1) functions without partial computations. More importantly, for graphs having few data dependencies and several branches (e.g. FiFo with id = 1, od > 1), the function and gradient evaluations costed d G D ·G S ≈ 10 times the cost of the original function evaluation independently of the graph size.
Multiprocessors experiments.
We first assessed the quality of the schedules obtained from the genetic algorithm for the optimization problem defined in Eq. (16) . We measured the speedup of the parallel evaluation of the gradient as the execution time of the best sequential schedule divided by the observed parallel execution time. This speedup isolates the acceleration gain resulting from the use of multiple processors. However, it is important to note that the absolute gain resulting from the use of partial computations on multiprocessors is the product of the gains G D , G S as well as the speedup measured in the upcoming experiments.
In order to give a point of comparison, we derived two approximate speedups using the ratio C(R)/C(R (·) ) and Eq. (17) . The first approximate speedup represents the best one and thus use for C(R) the best observed sequential schedule. The second one identifies the worst possible speedup, in term of ordering, and thus use the average C(R) measured over several random sequential schedules. For both type of graphs, the measures showed in Fig. 1 confirmed the validity of the approximations based on Eq. (17) . Measured speedups revealed that the schedules obtained significantly surpassed the worst expected speedup and even slightly surpassed the best one. This second result may seem surprising, but can be readily explained. First, the strict triangle inequality property of the cost function ensures that the partition of the best obtained sequential schedule results in any case in a reduction of the computational cost. Second, the cost of the first partial computation on processors p > 1 is included in the initialization cost C(V ) which may absorb some of the most costliest partial computation (Eq. (14)). A more thorough study of the results shown in Fig. 2 confirmed that the ratio between the total cost of C(R) and the initialization cost C(V ) is a key limitation identified (see Eq. (18)). Therefore to achieve notable speedups with multiple processors, the amount of parallel computations contained in C(R) must be significantly bigger than the sequential irreducible computational cost C(V ). Table 1 displays the average cost per partial computation of the DAG Ψ (·) which is directly related to the total cost C(R). FiFo graphs had a nearly linear growth in Ψ (· ) as a function of the graph size. Therefore, their measured speedup remained nearly invariant to the graphs size. On the other hand, the average cost Ψ (·) of LbL graphs augmented more sharply as a function their size; LbL graphs were subject to a significant increase in speedup as the graphs size grew. A similar trend could be observed with the growth of the parameter p used in LbL graphs simulation that translated in more computational dependencies, or edges, existing in the graph.
In conclusion, graphs for which the sequential scheduling had the smallest effect were more prone to benefit from parallel computing resources. For example, for LbL graphs with d = 100, p = 0.05 and p = 0.10, gradients were evaluated up to 5.5 and 6.9 times faster with 8 processors than their sequential evaluation with the best known schedule. These gains amounted to a total speedup of 42 and 25 when compared to the sequential evaluation time without partial computations. In the best scenarios, the evaluation cost of the function and the gradient with 8 processors amounted to approximately twice the cost of a sequential function evaluation.
Validation of the schedules.
We validated the schedules obtained using the genetic algorithms on linear graphs generated with the FiFo method (id = od = 1). For these graphs, the best sequential schedule is known and represents the sequence of nodes visited in a top-down traversal. To validate the scheduling method, the similarity between these optimal schedules and the computed ones was measured as 1 − (11)) being the cost of the computed, best and worst schedules. Similarity scores for parallel schedules were estimated using c b as the best expected schedule (Eq (17)).
We report hereafter the average similarity and relative standard deviation (RSD) over 20 schedules for different settings. In sequential, the similarity measured was of 0.998 ± 0.06% for graphs having |V | = 100 vertex and 0.993 ± 0.07% for |V | = 500. In the parallel setting, with 8 and 16 processors, the similarity was observed at 1 ± 0.06% for graphs having |V | = 500. Similar results were obtained with various settings; validating thus the accuracy and robustness of our genetic algorithms at obtaining good schedules.
An evolutionary biology application
The final experiment employs the strategy presented in this article on an evolutionary biology application: the detection of positive selection on protein coding sequences. Using molecular sequences for multiple species having a predefined phylogenetic tree, positive selection is inferred using statistical analyses based on the maximum likelihood estimation method. Since the parameters of such likelihood function are continuous, the optimization methods employed for its maximization are gradient-based and thus require a large number of gradient evaluations.
Several models for the detection of positive selection exist. We selected two of the most widely used models and employed their respective implementation as reference for the performance measures. The first model [53] infers the proportion of three global scenarios of molecular evolution over the phylogeny and has been recently implemented in a state-of-the-art software: FastCodeML [45] . The second model [32] infers the same three scenarios of evolution; however, separately for each node of the (phylogenetic) tree. This model is only implemented in the HYPHY software [33] . The likelihood function of each model leads to significantly different DAG structures. DAGs resulting from the first model contain two tree-structure reflecting the phylogeny; each depending on a vertex set dedicated to a global evolutionary scenario. The vertex set assigned to the third scenario is linked to the tree nodes designed as evolving under positive selection. Such a DAG can be observed in Fig. 3 for a dataset with 16 species. The second model generates DAGs having a single tree-structure with each tree node having three vertex sets; one for each local evolutionary scenario.
For the experiment, three different settings of our implementation were considered. First, we measured the execution times of gradient evaluations using sequential partial computations with random schedules such as to isolate the effect of partial computations. Second, we used the genetic algorithms to define good sequential and parallel schedules such as to assess their impact. Finally, we combined the parallel evaluations of gradient presented in this article with parallel function evaluations. This mixed parallel computations approach is straightforward to implement since each partial computation represents a subset of the full DAG and can be directly scheduled on multiple processors using any kind of static or dynamic load balancing approach [23] .
The execution time of these settings were mainly measured on two large datasets; one for each model. The dataset DS1 employed for the first model counted more than 1,000 species and 250 codons 4 ; resulting in a model with close to d ≈ 2000 input variables. The second dataset DS2 had more than 500 species, 500 codons and d ≈ 6000 input variables. DAGs for the likelihood function of both models consisted in approximately |V | ≈ 8000 vertex. due to the DAG structure. Second, our implementation uses matrixmatrix (level 3 BLAS) operations while FastCodeML uses matrixvector (level 2 BLAS) operations. The first improvement explains the increase in speedup with the species number, while the second one explains the increase in speedup with the number of codons.
On the large dataset DS1, our implementation was approximately 400 times faster than FastCodeML when a single processor was used (Fig. 5a) . Using a schedule obtained from the genetic algorithm contributed to a 1.62 speedup when compared to the use of random schedules. Parallel gradient evaluations with good schedules further increased the speedup as more processors were employed and accelerated upto 11,000 times the gradient evaluations when compared to FastCodeML (Fig. 5b) . Furthermore, the combined use of parallel gradient and function evaluations showed an increase in parallel efficiency when compared to the sole use of parallel gradient evaluations as the processors number increased.
This increase in efficiency can be explained by the upper performance bound limiting the parallel gradient evaluation (Eq. (18)). Indeed, our approach is limited by the ratio of the total cost C(R) and the DAG initialization cost C(V ). When using parallel functions evaluation the execution time of both costs is reduced as a function of the amount of processors used. However, the computation included in C(V ) is benefiting more from parallel function evaluations because the full DAG computation represents a larger potential for parallel computation than from partial computations that are included in the cost C(R). Therefore, when parallel function evaluations are employed, the execution time associated with the cost C (V ) decreases faster than the one of C(R), which induces an increase in the upper performance bound.
Performance comparison with HYPHY.
The comparison of our implementation to HYPHY on the large dataset DS2 led to similar trends in performance gains, although to a lesser extent. In a sequential setting, our implementation was only 1.7 times faster than HYPHY (Fig. 5c ). This less than stellar increase in performance gain is explained by the use of partial computations in HYPHY. Indeed, both implementations only differ in the DAG structure and the scheduling of partial computations. Gradient evaluations with random schedules and our implementation were slightly faster (1.24×) than HYPHY. A subsequent speedup of 1.36 was observed when schedules resulting from the genetic algorithm were employed.
When using multiple processors for parallel f (X ) evaluations, the performance of HYPHY and our implementation were consistent (Fig. 5c) . However, parallel gradient evaluations as well as mixed parallel evaluations enabled the scaling of our implementation to significantly outperform HYPHY ( Fig. 5c and d) . Indeed, our implementation reached up to a 66 speedup with 256 processors, while HYPHY stalled to 3.1 with 8 processors.
5.3.3
Assessing the schedules quality. We report hereafter average schedule scores and their relative standard deviations for schedules obtained for the first model with dataset DS1. Random schedules for P = 1 processor had a score of 45.5 ± 2.7%, while computed schedules had a score of 30.1 ± 0.8%. With P = 16 and P = 32, the score improved to 3.36 ± 0.7% and 2.3 ± 0.1% respectively.
The accuracy of the genetic algorithm is hard to assess without knowing the optimal schedule for this experiment. However, the improved score of the sequential schedules compared to the one of the random schedules (1.5x) gives an insight on the schedules quality. Furthermore, the small interval in which the schedules scores fitted for each setting confirmed the robustness of the algorithm.
5.3.4
Performance gains and scalability summary. Since the previous experiments only reported performance gains relative to the reference implementations, we summarize these results with other metrics to emphasize their implications.
• FastCodeML took nearly 3 hours to evaluate f (X ) and ∇f (X ) on DS1. Our approach reduced this time to ≈ 30 seconds with P = 1 and ≈ 1 second with P = 256.
• Evaluating gradients according to Eq. (1) requires O (d ) evaluations of f (X ). Defining T f as the sequential evaluation time for f (X ) with our approach enables its direct comparison with the naive d × T f . With P = 1, the evaluation time for f (X ) plus ∇f (X ) for the first and second models amounted to 24.6T f and 28.6T f , resp. It reduced to 1.2C f and 1.4f C f , resp. with P = 64 and further decreased to 0.6C f and 0.9C f , resp. with P = 256.
• Our implementation significantly outperformed the scaling of HYPHY. This software scaling stalled with P > 8 while performance gains were still observed with our approach and P > 200 thanks to the parallel gradient and mixed parallel evaluations.
• The parallel efficiency relative to our sequential implementation lowered as P increased. A 100% efficiency was achieved with P ≤ 8, lowered to 50% with P ≈ 20 and reached 20% with P ≈ 100.
Memory footprints.
The memory used is by a software is highly dependent on implementation choices. However, memory footprints should be consistent for the implementations studied given that the size of the dataset grows linearly with the codons and species numbers. Using partial computations, as presented in this article, further increased the minimal footprints up to a small multiplicative factor (≈ 2).
The memory usage measured for the first model with the dataset DS1 was close to 1.5GB for FastCodeML and 1GB for our implementation. Smaller memory footprints were measured on the second model with dataset DS2: HYPHY only used 350MB while our implementation used 500MB. Since the datasets have roughly the same size (nCodons × nSpecies), the difference in the memory footprint between both models can be explained by their DAGs structure; the first model has two copies of the phylogenetic tree in its DAG while the second has only once such structure.
While these memory footprints were not a limiting factor during these experiments, larger existing datasets [35] or more complex models [36] would consume significantly more memory. For instance, the amphibian phylogeny [35] with 4600 species and 800 codons would require close to 15GB of memory per DAG instance.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We presented a method enabling efficient gradient evaluations for large scale applications having their function modeled as DAG. The performance gains measured over a naive use of the finite difference method resulted from the joint effect of partial computations and their scheduling on one or multiple processors. These sequential and parallel scheduling problems were formalized as discrete optimization problems and some of their properties were derived.
The performance of the presented approach was characterized on several structure of DAGs. The efficiency of the gradient evaluations was shown to be consistently improved for synthetic DAGs and significant gains were observed when employing scheduling approaches for single or multiprocessor architectures. Finally, this method was employed for a real large scale application from the field of evolutionary biology. On two different experiments, the gradient evaluations were significantly speed up when compared to state-of-the-art implementations. When 256 processors were employed, f (X ) and ∇(X ) were jointly evaluated in less time than required to evaluate f (X ) in sequential.
This efficient approach for the gradient evaluation can be further improved. For instance, while the effort of obtaining good schedules is generally insignificant compared to numerous gradient evaluations, heuristics designed for specific DAG structure or more general one could be designed to further reduce this computational effort. The strict triangle inequality property (Thm. 3.1) could serve as good starting point for the elaboration of such methods. Another potential improvement would be to employ more advanced scheduling strategies such as the task-duplication scheduling [2] and to consider the joint scheduling of parallel function and gradient evaluations. Such approach would aim to increase the parallel efficiency by finding the best schedule for partial computations, while minimizing the load unbalance caused by partial computations having poor potential for parallel evaluation.
In conclusion, after a thorough investigation, we showed that evaluating gradients with the finite difference method can be efficiently conducted for large scale applications when their function is expressed as a DAG. The presented method is sufficiently generic to account for other variants of the finite difference method such as the center-difference formula aiming to augment the gradient accuracy. Furthermore, thanks to the use of DAGs, parallel function evaluations can be integrated without further changes and are shown to increase the parallel efficiency. All these combined advantages makes this simple, yet efficient, approach a significant asset for large scale applications requiring gradient evaluations.
